
Create your own duck. 

Think about what colour a duck is. 

U
se m

aterials from
 around your house 

to create your duck. 



Cut out the dolphins and put into the correct size order





2  4  6   8  1  3  5  7 
Cut out the numbers. Stick them onto the boxes putting them into 
the correct number order. 





How many boxes can you draw on the boats?



All About Number 6 
Number Formation Activity 

6 6 6 6 6 6 6
6
6

How many fingers are 
being shown?

How many counters are in the 
ten-frame?

How many bananas are there? How many monkeys can you see?



Our number of the week is number 6. 

On a piece of paper write number 6 and 
then let your child do some cotton bud 
painting on the number. 



  Floating and Sinking. 

Put some water into a bowl and collect 
objects from around your house to see if 
they float or sink. Find things that are 
heavy and light. What happens? Do they 
float or sink. 



Cutting Skills
Cut around the shapes, but be careful!
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Match the correct animal to the correct 
colour. Draw a line from the animal to the 
colour. 



The story finishes at night time. Finish the picture and draw the 
night sky. What comes out at night time? 
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  Empire biscuits 

Ingredients 
50g icing sugar 
135g butter or soft spread 
200g soft flour 
Jam 
Fondant or water icing 

Equipment 
Weighing scales, mixer, rolling pin, pastry cutters, baking sheet, 
cooling rack, bain marie/microwave, piping bag 

Method 
1. Using a mixer fitted with a dough hook attachment, mix the icing sugar and

butter/soft spread until it clears the side of the bowl. BUT DO NOT CREAM!
2. Add the flour and on a slow speed mix until it clears the side of the bowl.
3. Roll out to approx. 4mm thick using a rolling pin and dusting flour.
4. Cut out using a 4” plain or fluted cutter – each biscuit should weigh about 30g.
5. Once cut place a sheet of silicone paper on the baking sheet and place the biscuits

on top.
6. Bake at 175c for 16 minutes.
7. The biscuits should be sandwiched together with jam whilst still warm and can be

decorated with fondant or water icing.
8. The fondant icing should be heated to no higher than 37c.
9. Finish with jelly sweet in the centre.

Top tips: 
The less you handle the biscuit paste the better. 

(If you haven’t got a mixer just mix the icing sugar and butter/soft spread together 
using a spoon. You don’t have to have a mixer to make these biscuits. And you can 
use water icing to decorate the biscuits) 

Please don’t go out especially to buy any of the ingredients. 

(Please be careful and don’t let your child near the hot oven) 



Have a White Colour day. 

In the story one of the ducks saw a 
polar bear. So have a white day and 
look around your house for white 
objects. 
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